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PRESS RELEASE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 

Moves for Seniors Announces Nationwide Move Partnership  
with Eclipse Senior Living 

Emerging Senior Housing Leader Latest to Offer Innovative Downsizing Services 
 

 

Wayne, PA, October 23, 2018 – Moves for Seniors, the nationwide leader in senior 

moving services, announced today that it has entered into an agreement with Eclipse 

Senior Living to service their national portfolio of more than 100 senior living 

communities throughout the United States. The agreement offers extensive internal 

logistic services for Eclipse, together with a full range of comprehensive senior 

downsizing and moving services for the residents of Eclipse properties.  

 

The senior housing industry is experiencing tremendous growth and rapid transformation 

as the baby boomers and their parents look to experience a better, simpler lifestyle. 

Moves for Seniors helps the senior housing industry reach optimal occupancy by 

breaking down the barriers to leave their home and revolutionizing the way seniors and 

their families downsize and move into their communities. The daunting task of 

transitioning from one living environment to another after years of accumulating 

possessions is made much easier. Seniors and their family members have a dedicated, 

knowledgeable advocate by their side to help navigate the complexities of today’s 

seniors on the move. 
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“We are thrilled to welcome Eclipse Senior Living as a new nationwide partner and we 

look forward to helping them reach their operating goals” said Robert J. Burg, Executive 

Vice President of Moves for Seniors. “This new long-term agreement will enable Eclipse 

to offer its prospective residents a consistent concierge style, one-stop shop experience 

across its portfolio. There is also the added advantage of helping its internal staff 

manage the logistics needs of its operations to improve staff safety and help lower injury 

risk costs and lost work days.” 

“We are very excited about our partnership with the Moves for Seniors team and look 

forward to offering their turn key service in both our Elmcroft and Embark communities” 

said Melissa Owens, Vice President of Marketing.  “Their team has made the onboarding 

process very easy for our community operations and sales teams and we believe their 

service will be of great value to our prospective residents and their families.” 

### 

 

About Moves for Seniors 

Moves for Seniors, a division of Transit Systems, Inc., is leading the way in providing innovative moving 

and downsizing related solutions for the senior housing industry and the residents they serve. Moves for 

Seniors provides portfolio-wide logistics and occupancy-enhancing services for senior housing owners, 

operators and their residents. Since 2007, Moves for Seniors has been dedicated to serving the 

downsizing and moving needs of seniors nationwide. 
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